
The Showdown in Roden (English version) 

  

  

Saturday, April 25, 2015, 11:30 

  

  
The line up for Heren 1 was as follows: Erik Noordik, #1, Jan Peiter Weening #2, Robert 

Fledderus #3, and the American, with poor Dutch skills and even worse tennis skills 
(reflected with a 9 on his tennis card), played #4. 

  
  

While it was cold and raining outside, the atmosphere and first impression inside the 
R.E.O. Roden clubhouse was already better than the treatment we were given two weeks 

ago in Haren. However, it is appears we have a tough day ahead on the court looking at 
this team, hearing about their winning record, and realizing they have been playing 

together for years. They even brought their team stringer along for extra support. 
  
  

Time to start. Our master volley technician and double specialist Eric Noordik had a tough 

singles match against Franc Bosten, the team captain from Roden. Yes, the same Franc 
that has taught the kids in Peize so well for 11 years at the Eskampen. His favorite 

number is 4, as he teaches group 4, and his tennis ranking is also a 4 in singles and 
doubles. Even though school was closed, Maaster Franc schooled Eric anyway. There was 

a barrage of shots from the tactful Mr. Franc, sometimes heavy topspin forehands and 
then sharp slices, in every corner the court. 

   
  

Jan Pieter opted to go against #2 Joost 

Lahr, a fit 30-year old and also the Roden 
tennis trainer. JP is also fit and always 

gives 100%. He even warms up doing hard 
sprints like Raphael Nadal. This match 

started out as a real battle and the first 
two games alone lasted over 25 minutes. 

JP played well, moving Joost around and 
punishing him with the forehands. It looked 

more like of a boxing match than tennis 
and it was indeed a fight, where JP even 

knocked his opponent down several times 
onto the gravel, as he pushed him around 

the court. However, the trainer from Roden 
kept getting up and (dusting off the clay) 

and jumping back into ring. He seemed to be saying, is that all you have? Joost then 

started to swing back and took JP down in straight sets, a little too much Sugar Ray 
Leonard for him to stay with for the long haul. 
  

  
Robert played Emiel Mennega, another solid player, very similar to Joost, who hits a flat 

but effective forehand, which don’t bounce as high. He was also aggressive and would 
attach the net on any short balls. Robert gave it all he could with some really great rallies 

and at one point it looked like he might find a way back into the match. However, Robert 

a rock n roller at heart could only sing the blues on this Saturday. He could not find an 
answer to the variety of the game from Emiel, going down 6-1 & 6-3. 
  



I played Joris Bos and played well the first 
set winning easily In the beginning of the 

2nd set, Coach Franc began to get involved 
with his tactical planning on how to get Joris 

back into the match. After every change, he 
would discuss some strategy or perhaps 

what kind of beer they like, I’m not sure, but 
it was a little annoying. There was a pivotal 

game with Joris serving at 3-3 that lasted 
more than 20 minutes. I finally broke him 

and eventually won the set, so now we stand 
1-3 Peize, hoping we could win the doubles 

for a tie. 
  

  

Robert Fledderus and I played against Mr, Franc and Joost. This was only the 2nd time I 

have played with Robert who has a big game so I liked our chances. Robert served well 
and played solid. Unfortunately I started way too slow, making some simple mistakes 

and still playing at a 6 level from the singles game 10 minutes before. Before long, we 
were down 4-0 and lost the first set 6-1. The 2nd set went a little better with some 

amazing rallies, but we could not win the big points, losing 6-3. It all happened too fast 
but its not that they played that great, we just never really got into this match. Roden 

won in straight sets, dashing our chances at a tie with a team score now at 1-4. 
  

  

  
The highlight of the day, however, was the 2nd doubles match with the solid Eric Noordic 

and fireball JP taking on Emiel and Joris. Team Peize won the first set in style at 6 - 3. 

The 2nd set was very tight, with both teams having chances. There was a buzz in the air 
and more and you could tell this was going to be a great match. The chatter on the court 

was getting louder and at one point you could hear Joris yelling to himself, Come on 
Dicky Dick!! There were some great shots and rallies in the set but we ended up losing 

the 2nd set 5-7. 
  

  

This was it, the 3rd and deciding set. The next 

45 minutes showed what Eric and JP can 
accomplish, playing in front of a vocal Roden 

crowd; JP was still jumping around with such 
passion for the moment like an Italian cooking 

in the kitchen. Eric was like a captain of a ship 
approaching a storm, staying calm and in good 

focus calculating his next move. They both 
played solid fundamental tennis and took some 

chances when possible, getting an early 3-0 
lead. They got up 4-1 in the set until Roden 

won the next game making it 4-2. When the 
dust finally settled, team Peize had hit more 

winners with less mistakes and ended up 
winning 6-3. With some fist pumping and 

victorious screams, what a great win! This effort from Eric and JP gave us much needed 

points in the competition and allowed us to enjoy several well beers (even WFO) with the 
cordial R.E.O. team. Thanks for the weekend lesson Franc.   

 


